
Professional Experience  

2016-Present 
Director Of design and Technological Education Designer, 
IdeaHub, China 
As a Technological Education Designer I create lesson plans 
for students and teachers. The plans range from hourly 
activities to semester long plans. In our classes we 
emphasize creativity, innovation through technology, curiosity 
and community. My role is to create and lead primary 
programs for students and teachers, and to demonstrate a 
new methodology of learning and  thinking.  
As the Director of Design I am responsible of all the design 
material made for IdeaHub, working with designers in a 
small team I lead. 
Branding - Planned brand identity of IdeaHub, specifically for 
the Chinese Educational market. 
Print - Worked on all printable materials such as business 
cards, posters etc. 
Web - Created the company’s website, logo and color pallet. 
Space - Co-Designed the IdeaHub interaction labs in schools 
and private centers around China 
Product - Designed interactive products to be used as lesson 
materials 

2016 
Design Co-Teacher, Collage of Management 
As a teacher in the design department I taught 4th year 
students of interior design how to make furniture from open-
source files they found online by making manipulations and 
adjustments with CAD programs and material manipulation. 

2015-2016 
Fablab instructor, Fablab Holon 
While participating in the Fab Academy I have started 
teaching children and grown ups about 2D and 3D programs, 
and fabrication technics. I have taught in small groups and 
individuals as well as full classes of 20-30 students.   

2013-2015 
Industrial designer and technical drawing maker, Atlantium 
Technologies Inc. 
The drawings were made using SolidWorks and involved the 
collaboration of the engineering and production departments. 
During my time there I single-handedly remade all of the 
company’s product books, unifying them in layout and design.   

Contact info 
www.kat1elev1ne.com 

+86.157.64329823 

katie@ideahub.education  

www.kplusostudio.com 
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Levine

Software Skills 

Microsoft Office   
Photoshop 
Indesign 
Illustrator 
Inkscape 
SolidWorks 
Rhino
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Languages 

Hebrew 
English 
Russian 
Spanish 
Mandarin
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Education 

2015 
Fab Academy, Holon 
The Fab Academy is a Digital Fabrication Program directed 
by Neil Gershenfeld of MIT’s Center For Bits and Atoms and 
based on MIT’s rapid prototyping course: How to Make 
(Almost) Anything. The program provides advanced digital 
fabrication instruction for students through an unique, 
hands-on curriculum and access to technological tools and 
resources. 

2007-2012 
B. Design, HIT. Industrial design major. 
During my time at HIT I have been chosen to participate in 
the interaction design lab [IDHO] course. Its subject was Play 
and during the course I took part of three major projects and 
was head of the Final exhibition for the course. 

K+O Studio 

2014-Present 
In my spare time I am creating interactive installations 
together with Or Shoval and in times with other artists, 
makers and collaborators. We make objects that create 
interactions and play between people. We have presented out 
installations in the science museum in Jerusalem, in street 
events, art exhibitions and maker fares. 

Professional Experience  

2009-2016 
Product Designer and CAD professional tutor 
As a design student I had started working for other students 
and designers as a CAD model maker and private tutor with a 
specialty in surfaces. In addition to that I worked as a 
freelance designer, being part of projects in fields like 
Defense, Space Gear, Medicine, Additive Manufacturing and 
Music.    

2008-2009 
Design Student 
Studio KAZ is a multi disciplinary architecture and design 
studio.  
As a design student I was doing concept development and 
product prototyping.  
Working with amazing designers I learned a lot about design 
sketching, product rendering and visual story telling as well 
as the proper use of Photoshop and Illustrator programs.
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Stuff I do for fun 

There are many things I 
enjoy. Most of them revolve 
around exploring new 
cultures. I travel as much as 
I can, whenever I can.  
When I was in my 20’s I used 
to travel alone. In fact, I did a 
10 months backpacking trip 
in Central and South 
America when I was 22. That 
is how I learned Spanish, my 
then fourth tongue. 

Reading and writing has 
always been my go-to activity 
for when I needed to 
organize my thoughts or get 
a new perspective on things.  

Recently I have began 
illustrating. Drawing was my 
favorite pastime as a child an 
illustration is the mature 
version of that hobby 

Running is my new skill. If 
you run you’ll understand 
why I call it a skill. In 2015 I 
ran my first Half Marathon 
and I hope to run many 
more. 

The most time consuming 
part of my life is my joyful 
daughter Nina, born in 2016. 
She makes me better in 
every single way, especially 
when it comes to time 
management.
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